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1.0 Introduction
 
The Law Terraces Conservation Area nestles on 
the steep slopes of Dundee Law  I posing neo
classical villas are sited on the lower slopes while 
terraces of s aller houses fro  the late 1 th century 
predominate towards the summit.

This document will analyse the character and 
appearance of the Law Terraces Conservation 
Area, assess any potential boundary changes and 
ai  to provide a eans of guidance towards the 
preservation of the Conservation rea  It will also 
highlight any opportunities for planning action and 
address easures for enhance ent

1 1 Definition of a Conservation rea
 Conservation rea is defined by the Scottish 
overn ent, within Section 61 of the lanning 

Listed Buildings and Conservation reas  Scotland  
ct 1  as  n area of special architectural or 

historic interest, the character or appearance of 
which it is desirable to preserve or enhance.”

The 1  ct a es provision for planning authorities 
to deter ine which parts of their locale erits 
Conservation rea status   Dundee currently has 1  
Conservation reas, all of which have individual and 
distinguishing characters which the Council aim to 
preserve or enhance.

1

Dudhope Terrace looking west
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1 2 The eaning of Conservation rea Status
In a Conservation Area it is the buildings and the 
spaces between the  that are of architectural 
or historic relevance, which along with a number 
of additional factors  contribute to the individual 
personality of each designation   The purpose 
of a Conservation rea is to ensure that new 
development or alterations will not negatively 
i pact on the e isting character of an area
Conservation Area status does not mean that new 
develop ent or alterations are not acceptable  
in actual fact  the designation is used as a 

anage ent tool for future develop ents  This 
tool can be used to guide the production of high 
design quality and to ensure the preservation 
or enhance ent of the special character and 
appearance of the area

Conservation Area designation also reduces the 
li its of er itted Develop ent rights i e  those 
not requiring planning permission). The reduction in 
Permitted Development rights allow Dundee City 
Council to monitor changes within the boundaries 
of the Conservation rea ore closely and 
ulti ately steer a higher level of protection towards 
the overall appearance of the area

The restriction of er itted Develop ent eans 
that inor wor s such as window and door 
replacement, external painting and stone cleaning, 
erection of fences, gates and porches etc , re uire 
Planning Permission.

Semi-detatched villas
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1 3 The urpose of a Conservation rea ppraisal
A Conservation Area is dynamic and constantly 
evolving and therefore it is essential to review and 
analyse its character   The purpose of a conservation 
area appraisal is to define what is i portant about the 
areas  character and appearance in order to identify 
its i portant characteristics and special features

art of the function of this appraisal is to assist the 
City Council when carrying out its statutory planning 
function   It will act as a aterial consideration in 
the deter ination of planning applications, provide 
support for rticle 4 Directions and help guide the 
develop ent of Design uides and Develop ent 
Briefs within the conservation area

This appraisal sets out a nu ber of proposals for 
the enhance ent of the Conservation rea  a role 
highlighted and supported by Scottish lanning 
Policy in regards to the historic environment. The 
policy states that, roposals for develop ent within 
conservation areas and proposals outwith which 
will impact on its appearance, character or setting, 
should preserve or enhance the character and 
appearance of the conservation area  roposals 
that do not harm the character or appearance 
of the conservation area should be treated as 
preserving its character or appearance  Where the 
de olition of an unlisted building is proposed through 
Conservation Area Consent, consideration should be 
given to the contribution the building a es to the 
character and appearance of the conservation area  
Where a building a es a positive contribution the 
presu ption should be to retain it  S , 2014

The guidance fro  the Scottish E ecutive, contained 
within  1 Conservation rea anage ent, 
highlights that ‘conservation area designation alone 
will not secure the protection and enhance ent of 
conservation areas.  Active management is vital to 
ensure that change can be acco odated for the 
better.’ 

The overarching ai  of this appraisal is to draw out 
the ele ents that contribute to the character  of the 
conservation area and provide a eans of guidance 
towards its overall protection and enhancement.

Property within private garden

Former Dundee Royal 
Infirmary building
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2.0 Conservation Area Context
The Law Terraces Conservation Area is located 
close to the centre of Dundee on the steep slopes 
of the Law, an e tinct volcano on and around 
which, Dundee is centred. The area is characterised 
by a strong sense of enclosure, created in part by 
the steep narrow roads and high stone walls which 
lin  the terraces together

Looking up Constitution Street

Traditional stone properties and urban greenery
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2.1 Current Boundary and Designation
The boundary of the Conservation rea is located 
north of Dudhope Terrace enco passing the original 
Dudhope ouse in the west and the properties of 

lbany and delaide Terrace and south of delaide 
Place. The Law Terrace Conservation Area was 
designated on the 8th of uly 1 1  

See ig 1 which shows the current boundary of the 
Law Terraces Conservation Area.

figure 1 - Law Terraces Conservation Area Boundary
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2.2 Proposed Boundary Review
s part of all the Conservation rea ppraisals, 

Dundee City Council are tas ed with reviewing the 
boundary of each Conservation rea, and where 
applicable, suggesting areas for inclusion that are in 
eeping with the character and appearance of the 

Conservation Area or have the potential to impact 
on its unique setting.

t present the peri eter of the Conservation rea 
is fitting and appropriate to purpose, however there 
are minor adjustments to the current boundary 
which have been identified and suggested for 
review.

See ppendi   for ore detail on these changes to 
the Law Terraces Conservation Area boundary.



3 0 istory and Develop ent of Law Terraces

The Law Terraces Conservation Area is situated in 
Dundee, terraced upon the steep slopes of The Law  
Dundee has grown fro  a fishing and trading port 
to a world leader in the textile industry during the 
industrial revolution. It is now the modern vibrant city 
that we see today. 

The Law Terraces Conservation Area is located on 
an area that was originally part of the Dudhope 
Castle Estate, ho e of the hereditary Constables 
of Dundee, the Scry geours  It later passed into 
the hands of the acobite leader ohn raha e 
of Claverhouse, the fa ous Bonnie Dundee  
who was illed at the Battle of illiecran ie in 168  
Dudhope Castle, situated outwith the conservation 
area boundary to the south, was built in the early 
1 th century  rior to its present use, Dudhope ar  
and Castle had been used as a military base. In 
1 5 a lease was ta en by the rdnance ffice for 
the Castle and the ar  of Dudhope for a period 
of 5 years  The Castle was used as a barrac s 
fro  1 6 to 18  where it ceased being used by 
the ar y in 1881  The Castle is now used as office 
accommodation by Dundee City Council.

View from the Dudhope Castle Dudhope Castle
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The 1840s were years of depression in Dundee 
where few buildings of note were built until the end 
of the decade  Set in substantial grounds, Dudhope 

ouse was built in 184  and re ected the start of a 
promising economic recovery. The house, 2 storey 
and in 1 th Century Scots style, was built for ichard 

ardiner of Dudhope on the site of and partly 
incorporating the late 18th century house that 
supplanted Dudhope Castle.

When an econo ic upturn ca e along, attention 
was focused towards the slopes of the Law  
Several sche es were produced to cover the hill 
in neo-classical villas however only a small portion 
of these grand sche es were constructed  The 
develop ent of the slopes of the Law was originally 
due to the ove ent of the wealthier iddle
classes away fro  the edieval core of Dundee 
in the early part of the 1 th century where the 
city was e periencing overcrowding and fear of 
disease  Develop ent also benefited fro  the 
introduction of the Dundee to ewtyle ailway, 
which cut through the area.

nli e any other Scottish Cities this ove ent 
away fro  the edieval core did not ta e the for  
of a new town, but instead re ained within the 
confines of the city as a suburb  The Conservation 
Area has been set out in a grid-iron pattern similar 
to other new town developments within this period. 
The area has a unified feel but it has evolved over 
the period of a century

The Law Terraces Conservation Area in its present 
for  developed during the ictorian era  There 
were many aborted schemes during this time to 
develop the slopes of the Law  Evidence of this 
can be seen in numbers 2 and 3 Dudhope Terrace, 
two near identical neo-classical villas designed 
by eorge ngus  The fa ous Dundee engineers 
a es and Charles Car ichael also built their 

homes at No’s 10 and 11 Dudhope Terrace. They 
were responsible for building the first loco otives 
to run on the Dundee and Newtyle Railway and 



the engines for the early stea  driven Tay erries  
Another Dundee engineering duo, the Thompson 
brothers, owned properties at No’s 3 and 4 
So erville lace  The a ority of the develop ent 
on the slopes of the Law too  place fro  the 1850 s 
onwards until the early part of the 20th century

lthough the a ority of the Law Terraces 
Conservation Area has remained the same 
throughout the years it has also seen the 
introduction of new develop ent, particularly newer 
style housing and larger scale medical institutions 
surrounding Dudhope House and gardens. There 
has also been a change of use fro  so e of the 
large residential villas to for  businesses such as 
accountancies, dental practices and other S 
related uses. These examples are mainly contained 
within the area of Dudhope Terrace  

figure 2 - 1902 Historic Map
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4.0 Character and Appearance
The character and appearance are both ey 
elements to be considered when appraising a 
Conservation Area. Law Terraces Conservation 

rea has been identified as having particular 
aspects of historic or architectural interest which 
are important to the area’s character, and are 
important to preserve and enhance. This section 
shall analyse the main elements that contribute to 
the character and appearance of Law Terraces 
Conservation Area whilst establishing its value within 
the wider conte t of Dundee

The Law Terraces Conservation Area is 
characterised by the long rows of large 2 and a 
half storey stone buildings which are enclosed by 
high stone boundary walls or lower walls supported 
by tall hedges and/or railings. Many roads within 
the Conservation Area are narrow and bounded 
by these tall walls therefore e phasising a sense of 
enclosure  The land use of the Conservation rea 
is ainly residential  however there are a nu ber 
of office and business related uses located along 
Dudhope Terrace  These are generally S or other 
health care related practices  The i pact of this 
change of use has been ini al in ter s of the 
effect on the buildings  e terior  

The plot si e and density of buildings within the area 
is mainly very low. The villas, some detached and 
others semi-detached are generous in proportion 
and are set out in fairly substantial grounds giving 
the area a suburban feel  The properties are 
characterised by their high stone boundary walls 
and ature greenery where so e of the villas can 
only be seen through gaps in their boundaries. The 
gardens of the properties in the Conservation rea 
are generally quite large.

Long rows of large scale villas

Residential to business change 
of use

Large impressive villas
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The buildings have been set out centrally in large 
plots, which afford the  a large garden area to the 
front and rear of the property  The gardens to the 
front tend to be very steep sloping which is a ain 
characteristic of the area  

The properties occupy elevated positions upon the 
Law giving the  a sense of grandeur whilst also 
adding character to the area. The storey height 
of the buildings rarely rises above two storeys and 
only a few of the buildings are three storeys   ain 
characteristic of the area is the way the villas are 
terraced upon the hill where so e of the  loo  li e 
s all cottages towards the rear yet loo ing fro  the 
front they are large i pressive villas  This is due to the 
southwardly slope of the land which therefore adds 
a uni ue ele ent of character to the Law Terraces 
Conservation rea  The views overloo ing the city 
centre and towards the Tay and further ife are a 
uni ue feature of the area as well as having great 
access to the Law. 

The architecture of the Law Terraces Conservation 
rea re ects that of the ti e it was developed  

The earliest architectural styles range fro  the neo
classical style of architecture of the 1840 s to the rts 
and Crafts style fro  the turn of the last century

High stone boundary walls and 
greenery

Traditional dormer windows 
and modern balcony

Boundary railings replaced with timberPainted quoins, windows and doors
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The predominately residential buildings are 
characterised with traditional slate roofs, boundary 
walls and ature trees  Within the Conservation 
Area there are many unique villas where the 
properties are characterised by their entrances 
detailed with columns, capitals, iron balustrades 
and uoins  The e istence of painted uoins, 
windows and doors help to create a sense of unity 
between the different streets therefore contributing 
to the overall townscape of the area

The properties within Law Terraces have 
any fa iliar characteristics which are found 

throughout the Conservation Area such as sash 
and case windows, cast-iron rainwater goods and 
balustrades where any of the buildings possess 
fine neo classical detailing around openings and 
at roof level  In ter s of building frontage colour 
and texture, the general appearance and colour 
palette of the area ranges fro  a brown to grey 
with painted quoins and columns, a distinguishing 
feature of the overall area  

The boundary walls of the properties within the 
conservation area a e a significant contribution 
to its overall character  The walls to the front of the 
buildings tend to be low and to the rear they are 
taller. This gives the area distinct character.

nother representative feature of the Conservation 
rea is the high level of urban greenery  The ature 

greenery within the Law Terraces Conservation 
Area is wholly situated within private garden space, 
either visible through gaps in property boundaries 
or in instances where the greenery either for s 
part of or overhangs the periphery  The grounds 
surrounding Dudhope house are located on 
the eastern edge of the Conservation rea and 

a e a significant contribution in ter s of open 
space and presence of ature trees  owever, 
the grounds are private and therefore cannot 
be accessed by the public  Dudhope ar  is a 

Roof detail and traditional 
windows

Garages built into boundary 
walls

Elevated level of urban 
greenery
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ictorian ar  and whilst it does not fall within the 
boundary of the Law Terraces Conservation rea, 
it does a e a significant contribution in ter s of its 
amenity value, open space and its mature planting.

ost of the traditional stone erbing has been 
retained throughout the Conservation Area where 
there is also evidence of stone setts  This adds 
distinct character to the Law Terraces streetscape. 
The historic layout with the e istence of narrow 
streets, sharp corners and traditional surfaces again 
adds character to the area.

Dudhope Terrace is bounded by Dudhope ar  to 
the south and Dudhope House and gardens to the 
west. Lining the street, large impressive villas stand 
in substantial garden space where the a ority of 
the properties have seen a change of use fro  
residential to office space  The road is wide and 
has mature greenery on either side which adds to 
its grandeur  The ld Infir ary is situated south of 
Dudhope Terrace outwith the conservation area 
boundary.

Albany Terrace

Traditional gate piers Screened by urban greenery and boundary walls
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Albany Terrace is a long road lined with large scale 
villas. The properties are situated closer together 
than that of Dudhope Terrace but re ain e ually 
impressive. To the south west lies Dudhope House 
and gardens where a high boundary wall is 
situated  To the east, the south side of the road is 
bounded by walls with garages and bac  doors for 
the properties situated within Douglas and Panmure 
Terraces.

Adelaide Terrace, Douglas Terrace and Panmure 
Terrace are all lined with large villas. The roads here 
are narrower yet still retain high boundary walls to 
the south.

Constitution Street is a steep road with narrow 
residential lanes to either side. The road leads into 
Constitution oad which acts as one of the ain 
gateways to the Law Terraces Conservation Area.

4 1 Topography and Street attern
The street pattern of the Law Terraces Conservation 

rea is do inated by the e istence of a grid iron 
layout of the ain streets  These streets are then 
connected via steep narrow lanes due to the steep 
topography of the area  The villas have been laid 
out to a i ise views towards the Tay and further 
ife yet also to re ain south facing

Typical grid iron layout
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4.2 Listed Buildings
Law Terraces Conservation Area contains a number 
of buildings which are listed by istoric Scotland for 
their special architectural or historic interest.

A building’s listing covers its interior, exterior and ‘any 
ob ect or structure fi ed to a building  or which falls 
within the curtilage of such a building, for ing part 
of the land since before 1 uly 1 48  The alteration 
or re oval of any feature or fi tures re uires listed 
building consent.

Buildings are listed by istoric Scotland in 3 
categories- A, B and C. Category A listed buildings 
are of a national or international i portance  
Category B listed buildings are of a regional 
i portance  Category C buildings are of local 
importance.

See igure 3 which indicates the location of Listed 
Buildings within the Law Terraces Conservation Area.

figure 3 - Listed Buildings

Dudhope House and gardens
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4.3 Movement and Activity
Dudhope Terrace is a busy road which runs along 
the southern boundary of the conservation area  
It feeds into Dru ond Street which is also uite 
busy. The remaining roads within the Conservation 
Area are generally much quieter due to their 
predominately residential use.

ar ing provision is an issue within the conservation 
area due to its close proximity to Dundee city 
centre  There is also pressure on so e of the streets 
for additional par ing as a result of ultiple car 
owner households   conse uence of this has 
lead to the loss of garden space and breaches in 
boundary walls, which in turn has impacted on the 
character of the conservation area  

figure 4 - Movement & Activity

Introduction of garages within 
boundary walls
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4.4 Views and Vistas
Terraced and south facing, the layout of the 
buildings in the conservation area maximise views 
towards the Tay and further ife but also in so e 
cases towards Dudhope Castle. There will be a 
presumption against development that detracts 
fro  these views

See ppendi  B for ore infor ation on views and 
vistas within the Law Terraces Conservation Area.

View down Constitution Road
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5 0 pportunities for lanning ction
The principle focus of planning action within the 
Law Terraces Conservation Area is to preserve and 
enhance the character and appearance of the 
area  pplications for inappropriate develop ents 
or alterations that will negatively impact on the 
character and appearance of the Conservation 

rea shall be reco ended for refusal  Best 
practice guidance by istoric Scotland and other 
bodies shall be ta en into consideration as part 
of the preservation of the character of the Law 
Terraces Conservation Area.

With the aid of planning action the Conservation 
Area has adapted relatively well to change 
where this can be seen through the sympathetic 
restoration and upgrading of ost buildings and 
the considerate design and detailing of new 
developments.

5 1 Street attern and lterations to E isting Buildings
The street pattern of the Law Terraces Conservation 

rea is a ey contributor to its overall character  It 
is therefore essential that any develop ent which 
involves any alteration to this layout is strongly 
discouraged to help retain the original streetscape. 
E tensions to properties should be sy pathetic 
towards the conservation area and not be 
detri ental to the character of each individual 
property  Before wor s co ence, guidance 
should be sought fro  Dundee City Council s 
Develop ent anage ent section to see  advice 
on whether the wor s would re uire planning 
permission.

Adelaide Place
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5 2 Surface aterials
The street surfaces, at present, are in relatively 
good condition and their replacement is not 
e pected soon  Evidence of original stone erbing 
and so e e a ples of stone setts can be seen 
throughout the Conservation rea  however, there 
is also evidence of insensitive repair wor s  Where 
possible, reinstate ent of historic aterials would 
be encouraged within the conservation area and 
re oval of any historic aterials would be dee ed 
unacceptable.

5.3 Utilities and Amenities
Wor s carried out by a enity co panies and by 
statutory bodies ust have regard for the character 
of the conservation area  Cables and pipes which 
run over the outside of walls detract fro  both the 
appearance of the wall and overall conservation 
area  The installation of pipes and cables should 
be hidden fro  view, and in accordance with 
guidance set by istoric Scotland

The location of television aerials and satellite 
television dishes should be placed discretely to 
minimise their impact on the building and character 
of the conservation area  Detailed advice on 
best practice on the location of satellite dishes 
can be obtained fro  Dundee City Council s City 
Develop ent Depart ent  The advice set out for 
satellite dishes can be applied equally to television 
aerials.

Stone setts
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5.4 Trees
Trees a e up a ey co ponent of the character 
of the Law Terraces Conservation rea where 

ature trees collectively a e a significant 
contribution to the overall loo  of the area

The grounds surrounding Dudhope house are 
located on the eastern edge of the conservation 
area and a e a significant contribution in ter s 
of open space and presence of ature trees  

owever the grounds are private and therefore 
cannot be accessed.

It is an offense for any person to cut, log, top, 
uproot, wilfully da age or destroy any tree, unless 
si  wee s notice has been given to the Council s 
City Develop ent Depart ent  The owner of the 
tree ust sub it a Tree Wor  otice pplication 
and await written consent fro  the Council prior 
to underta ing such wor s  pplication for s are 
available to co plete online fro  the Council s 
website, or alternatively requests can be made in 
writing to the Director of City Develop ent  This 
gives the Council ti e to consider a ing a Tree 

reservation rder  These e ist for individual or 
groups of trees which are seen as giving a enity 
value to the co unity  The felling or lopping of 
trees which are subject to a Tree Preservation Order 
also re uires consent fro  the City Develop ent 
Department.

 Trees:  uide to lanning Legislation and Best 
Practice’ is available to view online at www.
dundeecity gov u

Mature trees forming 
boundaries
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5 5 Stone Boundary Walls
Law Terraces retains a private feel, characterised 
by its stone boundary walls and mature trees. 

any of the properties re ain partially hidden 
fro  public view  Boundary walls are an i portant 
feature of the Conservation rea  however there is 
evidence of poor repairs  The repointing of boundary 
walls must be carried out using an appropriate 
lime based mortar which shall closely match the 
characteristics of the original  lterations shall be 
required to be in accordance with the guidance 
established by istoric Scotland and Dundee City s 
Council’s ‘B E C ES I  B D  W LLS Policy 
and uidance for Dundee s Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas.’

5 6 aintenance of roperties
Walls
The use of inappropriate aterial poses a long ter  
threat to the integrity and condition of the buildings, 
and to the character of the conservation area as a 
whole.

The repointing of walls ust be carried out using an 
appropriate lime based mortar which shall closely 

atch the characteristics of the original  Where new 
stone wor  needs to be indented, it will atch as 
closely as possible the original stone  Stone cleaning is 
not desirable due to the da aging effects that it can 
have on stonewor  and will be actively discouraged

There has been partial loss of boundary walls within 
the area ainly due to the creation of new access 
points being for ed  This has facilitated the erection 
of garages and or par ing spaces in so e instances

ny re oval of boundary walls for provision 
of par ing spaces or any other use will not be 
acceptable. According to Dundee City Council’s 
Policy Guidance on breaches in boundary walls, 
openings will not be per itted which adversely affect 
the a enity or character of a conservation area

Sensitive wall repair 
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oofs
The a ority of the buildings in the conservation 
retain their original slates  There has been a lot of 
wor  carried out to any of the roofs however 
this action has mainly related to the repair and 
replace ent of lead wor

Any repair or replacement should be carried out 
in original aterials, such as Scottish slate and 
lead, in order to preserve the contribution that 
these aterials a e to the character of the 
conservation area.

Chimneys
The area has seen any of its chi ney pots 
replaced  This has lead to any different e a ples 
of odern chi ney pots within the area   Chi neys 
are a pro inent features on a building and within 
the Law Terraces Conservation Area overall. As 
such a unifor ed approach will be ta en to their 
repair and replacement.

Ironwor
There are any good e a ples of historic ironwor  
within the conservation area, na ely ironwor  
associated with its properties   lthough sections of 
the railings still re ain, the a ority of the  have 
been re oved, so e during the Second World War 
as a patriotic gesture and others due to disrepair. 

reservation of e isting ironwor  will be favoured 
where it is vital to the overall character and 
appearance of the area   ny re oval of historic 
ironwor  will be actively discouraged  

Rainwater Goods
There has been a high degree of replace ent of 
traditional rainwater goods. This includes gutters, 
down-pipes and hoppers. These replacements 
have resulted in new modern materials being used 
such as PVC. 

Traditional ironwork

Roof detail and chimneys
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There will be a presumption that the traditional 
historic rainwater goods be retained and repaired 
before the principle of replace ent is acceptable  
There is also a presumption that any replacement 
rainwater goods should be in a traditional material 
and this should atch the design of the original 
detailing and colour sche e of the relevant 
property.

5  Building rontages
The character and appearance of conservation 
areas are ade up of the individual buildings and 
the spaces between the   building s frontage 
is ade up fro  a nu ber of co ponents e g  
construction materials, architectural style, individual 
detailing, windows and doors.

lterations to the building frontages within 
the Conservation rea shall re uire careful 
consideration towards character, where minor 
changes to windows and doors can have a 
detrimental impact on its appearance.

It is of particular i portance that any traditional 
sash and case windows be repaired rather than 
replaced in order to retain the original character 
of the building frontage   If replace ent is the only 
option then it is favourable that a li e for li e window 
replaces the damaged window. This principle can 
also be applied when repairing or replacing doors.
Where there is an apparent state of neglect or 
disrepair to any ele ent of a building s frontage, 
sympathetic treatment to restore the original 
character of the building is to be encouraged
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6.0 Local Planning Context
This Conservation Area Appraisal will act as 
supplementary planning guidance to the Dundee 
Local Development Plan 2014.  The main policies 
contained within the Local Plan relating to the 
historic environ ent are:

6 1 olicy 48: Listed Buildings
a) Alternative Uses

Suitable alternative uses will be considered for 
listed buildings where this is necessary to secure 
their future  ny adaptation of the fabric ust be 
underta en carefully and sensitively and have 
minimum impact on the architectural and historic 
interest, character and setting of the building   
detailed ustification state ent shall be re uired to 
be submitted to support an application proposing 
an alternative use.

b) Alterations to Listed Buildings

The alteration of a listed building will only be 
acceptable where the proposals have regard 
to the preservation or enhance ent of its 
architectural or historic character. Alterations will 
not be per itted where the wor s would di inish 
the architectural integrity of the building or its 
historic interest   detailed ustification state ent 
shall be re uired to acco pany an application for 
alterations to a listed building.
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6 2 olicy 4 : De olition of Listed Buildings and
 Buildings in Conservation Areas

pplications for the de olition of a listed building 
or an unlisted building that is worthy of retention 
in a conservation area ust be fully supported by 
reports on the condition and ar eting history of the 
building along with a feasibility study which e plores 
the viability of retaining the building in active use  

pplications for de olition shall be re uired to be in 
accordance with istoric Scotland s Scottish istoric 
Environ ent olicy’.

Where the de olition of a building is acceptable, 
applications must be supported by acceptable 
proposals for the redevelop ent or treat ent of the 
cleared site.

6 3 olicy 50: Develop ent in Conservation reas
Within conservation areas all develop ent proposals 
will be expected to preserve or enhance the 
character of the surrounding area  This will re uire 
the retention of all features that contribute to the 
character and appearance of the conservation 
area. 

These policies are ai ed specifically at the historic 
environ ent, but there are a nu ber of other 
policies within the local plan which may also be 
relevant depending on the specific proposal  
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0 easures to rotect and Enhance Essential
 Character

In order to aintain the uality of the Law Terraces 
Conservation Area it is important to outline 
necessary measures that will protect and enhance 
its essential character  aintenance of the historic 
fabric and character of the Conservation is a 
pri ary concern of the council and any proposed 
develop ents will need to follow the policies and 
guidelines set out by istoric Scotland and Dundee 
City Council.

1 Dundee istoric Environ ent Trust D ET
D ET is an organisation which is set up to 
encourage the conservation, protection and 
enhance ent of historic architecture and the 
physical environment within Dundee. The Historic 
Environ ent rant Sche e ai s to financially 
support the repair of historic buildings within 
Conservation reas  or further infor ation 
contact:

da  Swan 
Director
Dundee istoric Environ ent Trust
1  Doc  Street, Dundee
DD1 3DP
Tel: 01382 02244
E: info dhet org u

2 Windows and Doors 

 large a ount of buildings within the area have 
had replacement window installed. These modern 
additions can be detrimental to the character and 
appearance of the individual buildings and the 
conservation area as a whole.
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The conservation area also contains any fine 
e a ples of traditional windows which a e a 
significant contribution to the character of the area  
However, there has been a tendency to remove the 
gla ing bars of so e of the windows  This is a inor 
change but resultantly affects the proportions of the 
building whilst also detracting fro  its character

eplace ent of windows within a Conservation 
Area will require compliance with the Council’s 
policy on replacement windows and doors, and also 
the advice and guidance set by istoric Scotland  

pplications for inappropriate replace ent windows 
and doors shall be reco ended for refusal

When the opportunity arises it would be in the 
interest of the Conservation rea to have the 
reinstate ent of a ore appropriate design and 
style of window and door which fits the character 
of the property  This shall help further enhance the 
character and appearance of the area  

3 aintenance
reservation of the Law Terraces Conservation rea 

is essential in ensuring its character and appearance 
is protected  The repair and reuse of traditional 
fabric and features of the Conservation rea is a 
role strongly supported by Dundee Council  This wor  
could include the preservation or enhancement 
of walls, windows, doors, structure, roof, guttering 
and syste s such as ventilation, gas or water  Such 
building necessities should be ept in good condition 
for the property to continue to be productive in its 
functioning  The character and appearance of the 
area can be dramatically impacted upon as a result 
of building disrepair  or infor ation on ethods of 
up eep and repair which can affect the character 
or fabric of a building s e terior within Conservation 

reas, consult the Conservation fficer of Dundee 
City Council.
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8 0 Conservation Strategy
The Conservation Strategy of the City Council is 
to ensure that new development or alterations to 
existing buildings will not have a negative impact 
on the e isting character of the area

The City Council will use the Conservation Area 
status as a management tool to help produce 
a high design quality to ensure the preservation 
or enhance ent of the special character and 
appearance of the area  aintenance of this 
historic fabric and character is a pri ary concern 
of the council and any proposed develop ents will 
need to follow the policies and guidelines set out 
by istoric Scotland and Dundee City Council

The City Council ta es the view that this does not 
mean that new developments or alterations are 
unacceptable but that rehabilitation, restoration, 
new build or conte porary architecture is of a 
suitably high standard.



0 onitoring and eview
It is envisaged that this Conservation Area Appraisal 
will be reviewed appro i ately every five years, 
to ensure that it re ains current, its effectiveness is 
gauged and it responds adequately to the pressures 
encountered within the Conservation Area.

s part of the echanis  for review and onitoring, 
a photographic survey will be underta en as 
a means to record change. This will create 
an i portant tool in the anage ent of the 
Conservation rea by providing an indicator of the 
i pact of develop ent and for  the basis of future 
reviews.

It is only through the continual co operation of the 
public, can the ai s and ob ectives of this appraisal 
be met.

or further infor ation concerning the contents of 
this docu ent, contributions for its i prove ent, or 
any matters concerning conservation areas or listed 
buildings, contact the Dundee City Council, City 
Develop ent Depart ent, Conservation fficer:

ary no  
Conservation fficer
City Development Department
Dundee City Council
Dundee House
50 orth Lindsay Street, Dundee
DD1 1 E
Tel: 01382 433414
E: gary no dundeecity gov u
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If you have any queries, comments or suggestions feel free to contact the
City Development Department, 

Dundee City Council,Floor 6 Dundee House,
50 North Lindsay Street, Dundee DD1 1LS

Telephone: 01382 433105  Fax: 01382 433013  
e-mail conservationareas@dundeecity.gov.uk

If you have difficulties with English contact Dundee Translation & 
Interpretation Service, Central Library, Wellgate Centre, Dundee 

DD1 1DB Tel: 01382 431563

If you require a large print version of this booklet please 
phone Gary Knox on 01382 433414




